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Alyssaar 

"Syrian Restaurant"

If you like to experience the gastronomy of the entire world, then rush to

Alyssaar. This is a Syrian restaurant which is quite rare in the area—all the

more reason to come and dine here. The food is good and the prices are

very competitive. Menu choices include beef with cherries, marinated

chicken kebabs and hummus. This dining experience is truly a refreshing

change from the usual French fare.

 +33 4 7829 5766  www.alyssaar.com/  29 Rue du Bât-d'Argent, Lyon
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Le Cedre Bleu 

"Mezze Galore!"

Located in Old Lyon, this friendly Lebanese restaurant serves a range of

Mediterranean and Middle Eastern eats. Perfectly accommodating large

groups, the menu features excellent options for sharing, such as the

traditional hot and cold mezze platters. Tabbouleh, Houmous with pita,

Moutabal, an aubergine specialty with a sesame seed sauce and the

Grilled Kellege are a few of the interesting options on the menu. Grilled

specialties such as the kofta and skewered meats are also equally

popular.

 +33 4 7256 0608  restaurant-lecedrebleu.com/  10 Quai Romain Rolland, Lyon
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La Cagette à Malek 

"Moroccan Snacking"

This cozy eatery near the bustling Croix-Rousse serves a splendid array of

exotic Moroccan eats. Each dish is prepared with fresh produce procured

from the nearby Croix-Rousse Market, and the menu features everything

from shared vegetarian plates to colorful salads. The interiors assume a

breezy Moroccan theme, replete with a tent-like setting and cushy seating

areas. For refreshment, sip on their mint-flavored teas and coffees,

alongside a slice of their pastries.

 +33 6 9583 7310  lacagetteamalek.com/  14 rue des pierres plantées, Lyon
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